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FRAMEWORK 
TRAVEL AND EXPENSES POLICY 

 
This policy applies to everyone working for, or on behalf of Framework at client sites, and 
provides guidance on travel, accommodation, ground transportation, security, and management 
of expenses.   
 
The goal of this policy is to: 

• Ensure the safety and welfare of our employees, contractors and consultants while 
traveling on business 

• Manage business travel efficiently and consistently 
• Manage business expenses efficiently and consistently 

 
The latest version of this policy will always be available on bambooHR, Framework’s HRIS 
platform. 
 

TRAVEL: 
 
When booking business travel, please be sure to follow this policy as any bookings that do not 
comply with the expectations set forth within will not be eligible for reimbursement.  Expenses 
will be monitored closely, reviewed by Framework, and if approved, reimbursed according to the 
established pay schedule.  Any expenses not meeting with Framework approval will be 
rejected and, therefore, not eligible for reimbursement. 
 

General Guidelines 

Traveling for business may sometimes be inconvenient and can even impact your personal 
time.  This policy is intended to help Framework better manage our costs, and those passed to 
our clients, not to cause any inconvenience.  We ask that everyone use their best judgement 
and make reasonable decisions that reflect this policy. Any expenses claimed must be business-
related expenses. 
 
Business travel is defined as travel to or from a temporary workplace (for example, a client 
location, site visit, conference or work-related event) that employees have to visit for the 
purpose of performing their job duties.  Business travel will never include travel for personal, 
non-business purposes, or ordinary commuting to/from a home office (cost associated with 
travel between your home and workplace are regarded as routine and will not be reimbursed).  
If you work from home, you should talk to your Recruiter or Consultant Liaison to establish the 
location of your primary business for the purpose of calculating mileage expenses. 
 

Roles & Responsibilities 

As an employee or consultant of Framework, you are responsible for: 
• Complying with all aspects of this policy 
• Using only authorized booking resources (see: Lowest Available Fare) and choosing: 

o alternative airports where/when appropriate 
o connecting flights rather than direct when appropriate and not disruptive 
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o to arrive early/leave late when not terribly inconvenient, especially if the savings on a 
ticket outweighs the cost of an additional night’s accommodations and meals 

o standard hotel rooms (see: Hotel/Accommodations) 
• Preparing expense reports in a timely manner 
 Reports must: 

o be submitted no later than close of business on Friday of the week the expense was 
incurred, or immediately following a business trip longer than one week 

• Providing appropriate supporting documentation (i.e.; receipts) with each expense 
Receipts must: 
o show line item detail (no credit card slips accepted) 
o show name of establishment where purchase was made 
o display the date of service 

• Your own safety and security while on business travel  
  
 

BOOKING TRAVEL 

Before booking travel, you should obtain approval from your immediate supervisor, either at 
Framework or its client.  If your trip lasts five days or more or airfare exceeds $2,000.00, you 
will need to submit a detailed, written approval when you file your expenses. 
 
Framework prefers that our resources not travel to high-risk destinations (locations that pose a 
specific health, safety or security concern).  Should you ever feel that your safety may be 
compromised in a specific location, please discuss your plans with your Consultant Liaison, 
prior to making any reservations. 
 
Framework does not provide personal accident and travel insurance for those traveling for 
business.  Travel insurance may be purchased at the time of booking and is eligible for 
reimbursement if deemed necessary.   
   
 

AIR TRAVEL 

General Guidelines 

Travel for all employees must be economy. 
 
Travel to conferences, trainings or similar must always be approved in writing by Framework 
and booked in economy class, without exception, irrespective of flight duration.  Persons with 
special needs should contact their Consultant Liaison to discuss. 
 

Lowest Available Fare  

The lowest fare, for major airlines that have a good safety record, will be based upon 
comparable flight schedules within a two-hour window of requested departure and arrival times.   
 

IMPORTANT: All bookings for Framework resources are to be made 
using Travelocity, Expedia, Orbitz or similar low cost booking sites. 
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Advanced Purchase Requirement 

When travel is predictable, you are requested to make your reservations 21 days in advance. 
When feasible, reservations should be made a minimum of 14 days prior to travel. For travel 
needing to be made less than 14 days ahead, you must obtain approval from your supervisor 
and the approver’s name, along with reason for late booking, must be entered in the comments 
section of the individual expense.  
 

Non-refundable and Penalty Fares 

All employees are required to book non-refundable fares.  If a business reason precludes the 
purchase of a non-refundable fare, a pre-approval for a flexible fare must be obtained in writing, 
prior to purchase (contact your Consultant Liaison for details). 
 
All cancelled trips must be reported immediately to your Consultant Liaison and client 
supervisor (if any). Tickets/credits may be used to rebook but must be used at the first possible 
opportunity (i.e.; very next trip). 
 
If you need to change or cancel tickets for business reasons, you may claim the cost when 
submitting expenses by providing details in the comments section of the individual expense. 
 

Same Day Travel 

While round-trips in one day are often more convenient, they are also typically more expensive.  
You must consider alternatives such as video or phone conferencing, moving up or delaying the 
trip in order to combine it with another business purpose, or staying overnight. 
 

Mandatory Prior Approval Travel Types 

• Personal/Leisure: Personal travel made as an extension to a business trip will require 
approval in advance of booking, and will ONLY be approved if NO additional cost is incurred 
– contact your Consultant Liaison for details. 

• Spousal/Companion Travel: Advanced authorization is required for spousal, family and 
companion travel that is connected to an approved business trip. If authorization is granted, 
spousal/travel companion travel cost will not be reimbursed. 

 

Airline Loyalty/Club/ Frequent-Flyer Programs 

You may participate in, and retain benefits from, airline loyalty/club programs. Cost to join such 
programs will not be reimbursed. 
 
You may use personal frequent flyer miles to upgrade to a higher travel class. You will not be 
compensated for use of frequent-flyer miles for business travel. 
 
Additionally, it is your responsibility to ensure you comply with local tax laws or specific rules 
related to any airline loyalty/club membership(s). 
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Additional Airline Fees 

• Reimbursable: Checked bag fees are reimbursable.  For trips longer than one week, your 
supervisor may approve excess baggage fees – check before booking. 

• Not Reimbursable: Priority boarding, additional legroom, fast pass/pre-check, advanced 
seating, and aisle seating are not reimbursable. 

• Basic Economy Fares: These highly restrictive fares should ONLY be used for single day, 
zero baggage travelers (a single carry-on generates fees in excess of a full fare ticket). 

 
 

RAIL TRAVEL 

The process of booking rail travel varies, so this policy covers some general rules.  Please ask 
your Consultant Liaison for further details if you have questions about rail travel.  In general, rail 
travel should: 

• be booked at lowest cost fare 
• be booked in advance of the day of travel 
• be booked through Amtrak 

 
 

HOTEL/ACCOMMODATION 

General Guidelines 

All resources must book standard rooms, no exceptions. 
 

IMPORTANT: All accommodation bookings for Framework resources are to be 
made using Travelocity, Expedia, Orbitz, Hotels.com or similar low cost booking 

sites, even when your itinerary does not include an airline or rail reservation! 
 

Selecting a Hotel 

Check with your supervisor prior to selecting a hotel to ensure its proximity to your business 
destination and to keep costs within allowable limits. Check for hotels with Framework/client 
negotiated rates before booking. 
 
In general, per night stay should be less than $200.00. Higher cost accommodation requires 
supervisory approval, no exceptions.  
 

Hotel Cancellations 

If you must cancel a hotel reservation, you must do so in accordance with the terms agreed to 
at the time of booking. You are responsible for any and all charges made for ‘no-shows’ unless 
there is a sufficient business explanation.  If there is a business explanation, it must be 
documented in your expense report, in the comments section of that expense. 
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Hotel Loyalty Programs 

You may participate in, and retain benefits from, hotel loyalty programs. Cost to join such 
programs will not be reimbursed. It is your responsibility to ensure you comply with local tax 
laws or specific rules related to any airline loyalty/club membership(s). 
 
You should always make reservations on the basis of the lowest rate, rather than any associated 
loyalty program benefit.  
 
You can use hotel loyalty points to upgrade your room type for a business trip.  Any additional 
fees or expenses will be your responsibility and will not be reimbursed. 
 
Hotel rooms booked from loyalty benefits will not be reimbursed for the value of the room rate. 
 

Meals 

Reasonable cost of meals may be claimed during travel, as long the cost is not excessive. 
 
Meal expenses for individuals must: 

• not exceed $100 per day 
• not include charges for alcohol 
• be dated, state a clear business purpose, list the establishment name and location 
• be presented with a DETAILED, line item receipt (no ‘total only’ credit card receipts 

permitted) 
• be turned in at the end of the week following the expense, on Fridays, by close-of-

business 
 

Alcohol 

We recommend that alcohol not be consumed while on business travel.  No alcohol purchase 
will be reimbursed.  
 

Telephone 

If Wi-Fi is available while traveling, consider using free VOIP options such as Skype or Google 
Hangouts.  Use of hotel phones is discouraged. 
 

Internet 

In many cases, internet access is included in hotel rates.  In cases where it is not available and 
access is necessary, you may claim standard internet charges as an expense.  No upgraded 
internet charges will be reimbursed. 
 

Laundry 

You may claim for reasonable laundry expenses for trips longer than one week. 
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Tips 

You can claim reasonable tips that are in line with local customs.  You should review all bills 
closely to ensure that tips have not already been included before adding tips.  We are aware 
that cash tips are often customary, and that you may not always receive a receipt for them.  You 
my claim cash tips under $5 - this type of claim will be monitored closely. To claim cash tips as 
an expense, please hand write a “receipt” specifying the person/company the tip was paid to, 
the date, and the dollar amount and attach to your expense report 
 
 

GROUND TRANSPORTATION  

General Guidelines 

You should select the lowest cost option for ground transportation.  This could be using your 
own vehicle, car rental, rail/subway, licensed taxis, buses, Uber, Lyft, and/or hotel or airport 
shuttle. 
 
When traveling with other Framework (or client) resources, you should share transport where 
possible. 
 

IMPORTANT: All car rental bookings for Framework resources are to be 
made using Travelocity, Expedia, Orbitz, or similar low cost booking sites, even 
when your itinerary does not include an airline or rail reservation.  Book with 

preferred suppliers when possible (see Car Rental for more details). 
 

Car Rental 

When you know that upcoming travel will require a rental car, you should always check with 
your Framework (or client) supervisor to see if there is a preferred vendor rental company 
(typically lower rates) and ask if there is a billing reference ID that can be applied to the rental.  
Often a billing reference number, when used at a preferred vendor rental company, provides 
loss damage waiver insurance which covers you and the vehicle in case of an accident.  If you 
have to rent a car, you must inquire (see Car Rental Insurance for details). 
 

Car Rental Class of Vehicle 

You should select a vehicle class that is intermediate/mid-size or smaller.  If an upgraded car 
class is needed (for transporting equipment, materials or when several resources share a car), 
the rationale should be documented in your expense report (in the comments box of that 
specific expense item). 
 
Sports car and luxury upgrade rentals are not allowed. 
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Car Rental Refueling 

Reimbursable: All vehicles should be returned with a full tank of gas.  Purchase gas at lowest 
cost station, when/where available. Fuel costs are reimbursable. 
Not Reimbursable: Advance purchase refueling options sold by car rental companies are not 
reimbursable. 
 

Car Rental Insurance in the US 

Provided you are booking with a preferred vendor and have a preferred reference number, you 
should decline collision or personal accident insurance coverage when renting a car in the US 
(excluding Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico).  Preferred vendors/rates include loss damage 
waiver insurance, provided: 

• The loss/damage or liability does not arise out of prohibited use. 
• The Preferred Billing Number is noted on the rental agreement. 

 
Important note: If no preferred vendor or billing reference ID is available through Framework or 
its client, and your own auto insurance policy doesn’t cover you in a rental vehicle, then 
collision or personal accident insurance may be purchased at the time of booking and is eligible 
for reimbursement. Insurance through the rental car companies is costly, please use alternative 
travel (Uber, Lyft, taxi, etc.) when possible to avoid having to incur this expense. 
 

Car Rental Loyalty Programs 

You can participate in, and retain benefits from, car rental loyalty programs. Cost to join such 
programs will not be reimbursed. It is your responsibility to ensure you comply with local tax 
laws or specific rules related to any membership(s). 
 
You should always make reservations on the basis of the lowest rate, rather than any associated 
loyalty program benefit.  
 
You can use car rental points to upgrade the class of vehicle for a business trip.  Any additional 
fees or expenses will be your responsibility and will not be reimbursed. 
 
Car rentals booked from loyalty benefits will not be reimbursed for the value of the rental rate. 
 

Car Service 

Local car services typically offer more competitive pricing and are permitted when they meet 
our high safety standards.  When two or more resources are departing (or arriving) from the 
same destination at approximately the same time, they should share transport. 
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Using Your Own Vehicle 

As Framework does not provide a car allowance, you will be reimbursed for authorized business 
use of your personal vehicle.  In the US, a ‘per mile’ rate is established by the IRS (and always 
up-to-date in our Expensify system). This rate covers all expenses (gasoline, oil, repairs, 
insurance, etc.), except for parking and tolls.  When using a personal vehicle, you must also: 
 

• Deduct your usual commuting distance from the total mileage 
• Ensure that your personal car insurance covers business travel 
• Note that travel between your home and your usual work location will not be reimbursed 

 
 

CONFERENCES/MEETINGS/EVENTS 

For travel and accommodation associated with conferences, training, client, customer and 
employee events: 

• All travel for organized events, whether for Framework or for its client(s), must be 
approved by Framework a minimum of 21 days in advance 

• Flights must be pre-approved by Framework and booked using Travelocity, Expedia, 
Orbitz or similar 

• When possible, group travel planning will be coordinated by Framework for cost savings 
 

Short-term Training & Seminars 

For short-term training or training seminars (including boot camps) you must complete the 
Framework Training Request Form (on bambooHR, Training tab) a minimum of 14 days in 
advance of the training.  You must wait for Framework approval before booking any related 
travel or the training itself.  This approval must be in writing and approver’s name noted in the 
comments section of any associated expenses. 
 
 
 

EXPENSES (General Business)  

When reporting expenses, please be sure to follow this policy as any expense reports that do 
not comply with the expectations set forth within will not be eligible for reimbursement.  
Expenses will be monitored closely, reviewed by Framework, and if approved, reimbursed 
according to the established pay schedule.  Any expenses not meeting with Framework 
approval will be rejected and, therefore, not eligible for reimbursement. 
 

Business Purpose Meals 

A venue suitable for the business purpose should be chosen.  When attending a sponsored 
business meal, where two or more Framework (or client) resources are present, the most senior 
level person should pay for the expense and document the event in the comments section of 
their expense report. 
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Meal expenses for Framework sponsored/approved business meals must: 
• be dated, state a clear business purpose, list the establishment name and location 
• name each person (w/title) dining, firm they represent 
• be presented with a DETAILED, line item receipt (no ‘total only’ receipts permitted) 
• be turned in at the end of the week following the expense 

 

Office Supplies 

All office supply purchases must follow the preferred purchasing process outlined here: 
• In-house Employee – request items through Consultant Liaison 
• Field Employee – may purchase and expense work-related items, necessary for your role, 

that have been pre-approved by Framework or Framework client. Approver is to be noted 
in comments section of the expense. Items are to be purchased from Amazon, Walmart 
or similar discount sites.  

• Independent Contractor – as a self-employed, Independent Contractor office supplies are 
generally not reimbursable (commercial printing and materials needed for 
presentations/deliveries are the exception). 

 

Hardware or Software 

All hardware/software purchases must follow the preferred purchasing process outlined here: 
• In-house Employee – request items through Consultant Liaison. 
• Field Employee –  

Hardware – Framework must purchase all hardware to ensure requirements are met 
and best pricing obtained through preferred purchasing channels.   
Software – In certain cases, Field Employees will be allowed to purchase and expense 
software (pre-approval will be required).  Should this need arise, please seek guidance 
from your Consultant Liaison. 

• Independent Contractor – as a self-employed, Independent Contractor hardware and 
software are not reimbursable.  

 

Other Equipment 

All equipment purchases must follow the preferred purchasing process outlined here: 
• In-house Employee – request items through Consultant Liaison. 
• Field Employee – may purchase and expense work-related items, necessary for your role, 

that have been pre-approved by Framework or Framework client. Approver’s name is to 
be noted in comments section of the expense. Items are to be purchased from Amazon, 
Walmart or similar discount sites. 

• Independent Contractor – as a self-employed, Independent Contractor equipment is not 
reimbursable.  
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Printing 

All printing must follow the preferred purchasing process outlined here: 
• In-house Employees – request items through Consultant Liaison 
• Field Resources (Employee or Independent Contractor) – may purchase and expense 

work-related, printed materials necessary for their role, that have been pre-approved by 
Framework or Framework client. Item need and approver’s name are to be noted in 
comments section of the expense. Items are to be purchased from preferred provider, 
FedEx/Kinkos and client discount codes should be used when applicable (Don’t have 
one? Please inquire with your Consultant Liaison or client supervisor).   

 

License Fees 

Fees related to professional licenses may also be reimbursed – speak with your Consultant 
Liaison to determine eligibility.  Fees must be approved in writing in advance of enrollment. 
 

Subscriptions and Membership 

Subscription and membership fees may be considered for reimbursement.  Both are restricted 
to publications and professional organizations necessary for your role, must be discussed in 
advance and pre-approved in writing by Framework prior to purchase/enrollment.   
 

Work at Home Expenses 

Expenses for working at home (i.e.; internet, phone) are not reimbursable unless written into 
your contract at the time of hire.  Approval for any such expenses must be documented in the 
comments section of the expense. 
 

Short-term Training & Seminars 

For short-term training or training seminars (including boot camps) you must complete the 
Framework Training Request Form (can be found on bambooHR) a minimum of two weeks in 
advance of the training.  You must wait for Framework approval before booking any related 
travel or the training itself.  This approval must be in writing and approver’s name noted in the 
comments section of any associated expenses. 
 

Relocation 

Relocation is, from time-to-time, a necessity and reimbursement of expenses for relocation will 
be handled on a case-by-case basis. 
 

Other or Miscellaneous Expenses 

Expenses should be categorized as appropriately as possible.  Avoid using “other” and 
“miscellaneous” when possible.  Expenses in the “other” and “miscellaneous” categories will be 
monitored. 
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NON-REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

Framework reserves the right to determine whether or not expenses submitted by employees 
are reimbursable.  The following list shows examples of expenses that will not be reimbursed – 
these are in addition to other non-reimbursable expenses already noted in this policy: 

• Personal or excessive expenses 
• Traffic, parking, or other vehicle tickets and/or penalties 
• Greeting cards for employees/customers 
• Political or charitable donations 
• Subscriptions and membership fees for health clubs, country clubs, or any other social 

clubs, even if used for business purposes 
• Gifts or gift cards for employees (without written approval) 
• Fees for cash advances 
• Adult entertainment expenses 
• Credit card late or finance fees or interest 
• Spa treatments 
• Childcare/pet care 
 
 
 
 
 
 


